
A passion for the Nile inspired by royal tradition serves as a vehicle.

An elegance informed by the joy of discovery sets the mood.

This is an effortlessly luxurious expedition along the very banks of history itself. Every voyage 
between Luxor and Aswan while exploring the many hidden gems in between is accompanied 

by tranquility and indulgence.

Historia’s journey becomes the destination.

Where views are enjoyed from an infinity pool, co-passengers are dedicated Egyptologists, and 
the itinerary is royalty, both ancient and modern.

Welcome aboard Historia.





Evoking the spirits of yore with 
the relevance of today.

Historia exposes the scenery of 
fluttering and cream linen 

curtains on an aged old deck, 
one of the stories to tell and 
things that have been seen.



Historia The Boutique Hotel Nile 
Cruise opened in December 

2021 as the first Boutique Hotel 
Nile Cruise concept between 
the Banks of the great River 

Nile.

Novel



Our stylish Nile cruise is the 
ideal base for exploring the 
region’s historical attractions.

The views of the Nile are 
stunning from the edge of our

Solaria pool, with a service 
inspired by Egypt's ancient 

culture and tranquil

beauty.

Historic



Nostalgia for history and  
past eras and exploring the 

taste of the original Egyptian  
hospitality are definitely 

there.

Nostalgic



Accommodation

34 Luxury Cabins

8 Historia Suites, including a well- 
appointed differently-abled suite

2 Presidential Suites

2 Royal Suites



Luxury Cabins and Suites Facilites

Heat Resistant  
outer glass

Safe Box

Air Condition  
individually controlled

Connected option  
available upon request

Pets are not allowed at  
the Cruise

Mini Bar

All cabins and 
indoor facilities are  

non-smoking

Complementary tea and  
coffee making facilities 
(Kettle /Coffee Machine)

In-room dining
available upon request

Bathtub or walk in  
shower

Free wifi

HairdryerLCD screen



Luxury Cabins are appointed for warm and comfortable accommodation. 

The 22 sqm cabins enjoy glorious vistas of the Nile and surrounding nature. , 
Bedding: 30 King &  6 Twin



Historia Suites offers an extraordinary refined experience for ultimate luxury and comfort, 
richly-appointed 33 sqm with stunning views of the Nile and the surrounding nature.

Bedding: 3 King &  5 Twin



Presidential Suites

Themed to introduce iconic 
Egyptian celebrities who 

made a signature in Egyptian 
culture and heritage.

Spacious and bright, the 
richly-appointed 40 sqm 

suites introduce a lavishness 
theme of two of Egypt's most 

iconic figures.

Presidential Suites



Umm Kulthum Suite

Named after the legendary Egyptian 
singer, songwriter, and film actress 

from 1920 – 1970.

A national icon who has been 
dubbed “The Voice of Egypt”, 

“The Lady of Arabic Song,” and 
“Egypt’s Fourth Pyramid”.



Naguib Mahfouz Suite

A tribute to one of Egypt's 
most celebrated writers, who 

won the Nobel Prize in 
Literature in 1988 and was 

one of the first contemporary 
writers in the Arabic 

literature.



Presidential Suites

The suites are characterized 
by enchanting views of the 
river Nile and extraordinary 

design harmony.



Presidential Suites

The furnishings and 
ornaments create a gracious 
yet warm atmosphere that 

expresses constant attention 
to detail.



The uniquely designed suites 
reflect the true essence of Royal 

elegance in a contemporary

design.

Spacious and bright, lavishly- 
appointed 46 sqm with stunning 

views of the Nile and the 
surrounding nature.

Royal Suites



King Farouk Suite

The suite is inspired by King Farouk I, 
the tenth ruler of Egypt from the 

Muhammad Ali dynasty, in 
appreciation of his passion  for 

cruising the Nile between Luxor and 
Aswan.



Princess Fawzia Suite

Named after Princess Fawzia, the 
sister of King Farouk I, also known 

as Fawzia Chirine, who became 
Queen of Iran as the first wife of 

the Shah of Iran.

Her era witnessed nobility of active 
charity programs to  improve 

public health.



Royal Suites

An extraordinary refined 
experience for ultimate luxury and 

comfort, accompanied by a 
panoramic view of the River Nile.



Royal Suites

Appointed for an opulent luxury, 
offering a perfect blend of the 
Egyptian royal heritage and 

modern comfort with beautiful 
furnishings and ornate decorations, 
providing guests with a dreamlike 

experience on the Nile River



Cruise Facilites

Continuous Freshair /  
Advancedventilation system

SPA (MASSAGE) Room Service Clinic /On Call Doctor Library Laundry  Service Gold Shop /Boutique

24/7Front Deskservice Restaurant LoungeBar Sundeck Lounge& Bar GYM



Library

Enjoy reading and exploring 
Ancient Egyptian History through 

selected books in the Historia  
Library.



Swimming Pool

Enjoying the uninterrupted view  
from the luxury of the ship’s 
swimming pool is the perfect 
way to cool off after a day of 

exploring historical sites.



Aura Bar &  Lounge
Relax and unwind at Aura Bar &  

Lounge while you watch the 
Nile flow by.

The best way to unwind and let 
loose after a day filled with sun- 
soaked exploration is a refreshing 

cocktail while enjoying your 
evening’s entertainment.

Aura Bar



Noria Restaurant

Full Board meals are served at 
Noria Restaurant or the Sun Deck 

offering a wide selection of 
signature international dishes.

Vegan, vegetarian, gluten-free 
dishes and special dietary options 

are available upon request.



The Solaria

Take in the spectacular  
surrounding nature and soak in 

the sun rays aboard the Historia’s 
Solaria deck.



GYM

Balancing relaxation with fitness,  
the Gym features the latest  

equipment and opens daily from  
06:00 hrs. until 20:00 hrs.



Seneb SPA

Over 7000 years ago, the Egyptian 
civilization used the word Seneb, which 

means (being healthy). This is what 
Seneb Spa is offering you today.

Soothe your mind and body, and 
unwind in this mesmerizing 

escape.

An uplifting and unforgettable experience.



Deck Plan
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